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A city and port in Western Australia, Geraldton is a good location for fishing, wheat, sheep, mining
and tourism. Its beautiful beaches and sunny weather make it a haven for many Western
Australians and tourists. The port is also the center of many recreational activities like surfing, diving
and yachting. It is also the export center for mining, manufacturing, construction, agriculture and
fishing industries. The city which stretches out through the Batavia Coast is a perfect place for
sporting facilities, entertainment, culture and shopping. The cultural diversity, Mediterranean climate
and popularity of horse racing are added features in the city making it a good place for caravans.

Geraldton Caravan Parks offer different overwhelming services for anyone who want to stay
overnight as they can provide pitches for caravan parking, tent camping and limited cabin facilities.
The pitches are air-conditioned with water services and others facilities that are equipped with
electronic devices such as televisions, telephone and Wi-Fi connections. Geraldton Caravan Parks
also provide impressing picnic areas, laundry facilities, bathhouses, swimming pool and hot tub as
well as bars, restaurants and convenience stores. Caravans are well known recreational vehicles
with living quarters for people to enjoy camping while travelling. These originally provide shelter for
circus performers, knife sharpeners, thespians and groomsmen who travel from places to places to
seek a market for their skills.

Visitors of Australian Coral Coast who are looking for a place to stay whether on the beach or center
town can avail of the services of a Geraldton Accommodation. Some of the optional places to stay
include apartments, hotels, bed and breakfast places as well as luxury resorts. All sorts of
accommodations are available to suit individual requirements of the guests. For couples or guests
who are traveling alone, apartments in studio type with one bedroom are suitable for them while
those who travel as a family can choose the apartments with two or three bedrooms. Travelers who
are looking for Geraldton Accommodation with a wider space and more rooms to stay can rent a
whole house in the place. Some of these houses are located near the beach while others are in
central town area.

Among the spectacular attractions in Geraldton are the Old Goal which is now a museum and craft
centre, the magnificent St. Francis Xavier Cathedral and the Western Australian Museum-
Geraldton. Self-drive tours are also encouraged in the place especially during wildflower season that
usually comes in between July and November. Guests can also experience a remarkable tour on
the amazing 122 Abrolhos Islands either by boat or plane and experience a snorkeling adventure
thatâ€™s worth remembering. Comfortable air-conditioned small buses and four wheeled vehicles with
friendly operators are also available to take travelers into the cityâ€™s iconic buildings and explore the
sand dunes.
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